The unbounded system of distributions So is defined by -cm<x<+co,
and the bounded system S, is defined by
Finally, for the sake of completeness, Johnson (1949) defined the normal S, system z =cy+s.x, --03<x<+co.
Given the random variable X, we define the moments p; = E(X) and pk m E[(X -pi)'], 2 < k: 2 4. (6) The skewness and kurtosis of X are P1 = ~/CL; and PZ = P,/P~" ('1 respectively. Figure  1 shows Once the functional form I(*) among systems (2)- (5) has been identified, the method of percentile matching attempts to solve the k equations
where G,, f is an estimator of the quantile zQj based on sample data. The least squares approach to the parameter estimation problem can be stated aa subject to: II (17) in (16) 
Least Squares
The program starts execution by prompting the user for:
(a) the name of a "script" file that will maintain a record of the entire interactive session, and (b) the name of the input data file. (At a later time, the first file can be printed out to provide a hard copy of the results of the interactive session.)
After the user has responded to these prompts, the data set is (8) and (9) 
The density p(y) can take a surprising variety of shapes.
Figure 2 presents some examples of S, distributions. Figure   2a has "broad shoulders" but is symmetric. In Figure 2b , the distribution is negatively skewed and broadly dispersed. 
Interactive Curve Modification
Once the parameterization of the fitted S, density is complete, the user is immediately presented with the djstribution's actual shape on a graphical display screen.
Such visual feedback will sometimes suggest to the user different values for the characteristics of the target random variable X than were originally chosen. From these revised specifications a new set of parameter values is generated, and then a new fitted density is presented to the user (see Figure   3 ). numeric coprocessor, and thus the overall process of changing a curve, even drastically from an initial shape, takes at most a few seconds in the hands of an experienced useer.
Modification of the end points may be accomplished in two ways. 
